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Welcome
After a few years of strong growth, our industry seems to be experiencing a
cool down, as 2017 represents a year of many uncertainties. From ACA reform
to immigration, there’s a sense that we all need to prepare for more difficult
times and find ways to protect the bottom line. As such, there’s never been a
more critical time to convene and discuss the landscape of what we’re seeing
and to share best business practices. We all know costs are rising, so there’s an
imperative to communicate the message to the consumer that we need their
support now more than ever.
As our industry continues to shine with national recognition, it’s important to
remember the valuable role our industry plays in the San Francisco Bay Area, as
a jobs creator and a great economic generator. According to the San Francisco
Commerce and Industry Report’s numbers from 2015, their most recent
reporting year, our industry represented 62,000 jobs and more than 50 percent
of all the retail sales taxes generated in San Francisco. We should be proud of
our contribution to the local economy and never lose sight of our important role
in shaping our communities and sharing our values.
The San Francisco Bay Area restaurant community is one of the most diverse
restaurant communities in the country—immigrants and global cultures
dominate our restaurant scene. We must always stand up for the values of
protecting all and being inclusive, and in doing so, I know our industry will
continue to flourish in the face of adversity. Thank you for joining us for two
days of convening as a community—I believe we’ll all be the stronger for it!

Best,

Gwyneth Borden | Executive Director
Golden Gate Restaurant Association
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About GGRA
The Golden Gate Restaurant Association’s mission is to celebrate
and empower the restaurant community through advocacy,
education, marketing, events, and training. Founded by
restaurateurs in 1936, to give restaurants a collective voice, the
GGRA has evolved to be a trusted resource, partner, and force
multiplier for the restaurant industry in the Bay Area and beyond.
The GGRA exists to advocate for restaurants’ unique interests. We
do that within the corridors of City Hall and through education
and training programs. Our members are informed about and
prepared for evolving legislation and can stay in compliance.
At the GGRA we celebrate and showcase our members through
annual events like SF Restaurant Week, Eat Drink SF, and The
Saucy Awards. Our member community includes restaurants of
all sizes and profiles. We have a valuable network of resources
to support them through all stages of growth and to offer
personalized casework. We invite you to get to know us better
and, if you aren’t already part of our community, to join us.
FIND OUT MORE | www.ggra.org

LET’S KEEP THE CONVERSATION GOING!
/GoldenGateRestaurantAssociation
@GGRASF
@ggrasf
#IndustryOnlyGGRA
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Schedule
Monday, April 10
9:15am TRAINING | Management Harrassment Training - Restaurant
Specific AB1825
to 11:15am
Gateway Room
Instructor: Deisy Bach, HR Ideas

9:30am MORNING REFRESHMENTS
to 10:00am
Banking Hall
Breakfast pastries by Noe Valley Bakery and coffee by Mr. Espresso

10:00am PLENARY SESSION | Welcome Remarks
to 10:15am
Banking Hall
Speaker: Gwyneth Borden, GGRA

 ublic Policy Update
10:15am PLENARY SESSION | P
to 11:15am
Banking Hall
Panelists: Katie Skjerping, City & County of San Francisco;
London Breed, City & County of San Francisco; Nicolas Josefowitz, BART

 oing Green for the Bottom Line
11:30am BREAKOUT #1 | G
to 12:30pm
Gateway Room
Moderator: Caitlin Martin, SF Dept of Environment
Panelists: Richard Young, Food Service Technology Center; Caesare
Assad, United States Healthful Food Council; Anthony Myint,
The Perennial; Komal Ahmad, Copia

 ocial Media 101: What Are Your Social Media Channels
11:30am BREAKOUT #2 | S
Actually Saying?
to 12:30pm
Farallon Room
Moderator: Jenais Zarlin, GGRA
Panelists: Jen Pelka, Magnum PR & The Riddler; Cynthia Linh,
CynEats; Jason Alonzo, 'aina; Ryan Farr, 4505 Meats
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11:30am BREAKOUT #3 | When to Hold Them, When to Fold Them,
and When to Reconcept?
to 12:30pm
Adriatic Room
Moderator: Laurie Thomas, Nice Ventures
Panelists: Nelson German, alaMar Oakland; Mariann Costello,
Scoma's; Nick Balla, Motze

12:30pm LUNCH
to 1:25pm
Banking Hall
Lunch and beverages will be served in the Banking Hall.
Please feel free to enjoy your lunch anywhere on the 1st or 2nd floor.

1:30pm BREAKOUT #4 | Is Your Future Replication?
to 2:30pm
Farallon Room
Moderator: Aaron Noveshen, The Culinary Edge
Panelists: Kim Malek, Salt & Straw; Jessi Singh, Babu Ji; Catherine
Fenelon, Crystal Jade Jiang Nan LLC; Todd Parent, Extreme Pizza

1:30pm BREAKOUT #5 | Review & Ratings: How Much Do They Really Matter?
to 2:30pm
Gateway Room
Moderator: Chris Seidell, OpenTable
Panelists: Aaron London, Al's Place; Richie Nakano, IDK Concepts;
Scott Rodrick, MY China; Jay Bordeleau, Maven & Mr. Tipple's

1:30pm BREAKOUT #6 | Legacy Restaurants: How to Become an Icon
to 2:30pm
Adriatic Room
Moderator: Patricia Unterman, Hayes Street Grill
Panelists: Annie Sommerville, Greens; Jeff Hanak, Nopa, Nopalito,
Liholiho Yacht Club, Louie's Gen-Gen Room; Joe Betz, House of
Prime Rib; Craig Stoll, Delfina Restaurant Group
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Schedule
Monday, April 10 - continued
2:45pm CLOSING PLENARY SESSION | Avoiding Costly Litigation
to 4:00pm
Banking Hall
Moderator: Gwyneth Borden, GGRA
Panelists: Deisy Bach, HR Ideas; Andrew Rush, Back of the House;
Stacy Jed, Bluestem Brasserie; Marie Holvick, Gordon & Reese LLP

4:00pm NETWORKING | Networking Reception
to 5:30pm
Mezzanine
Presented by LibDib, featuring Napa Valley Distillery, Ale Industries,
and Ryan Cochrane Wines

Tuesday, April 11
9:030am MORNING REFRESHMENTS
to 10:00am
Banking Hall
Breakfast pastries by Noe Valley Bakery and coffee by Mr. Espresso

10:15am PLENARY SESSION | State of the Industry & 2017 Outlook
to 10 :45am
Banking Hall
Speakers: Gwyneth Borden, GGRA; Joe D'Alessandro, SF Travel

10:45am PLENARY SESSION | Restaurant Tech: Adding or Taking From
the Bottom Line?
to 11:45am
Banking Hall
Moderator: Camilla Marcus, Tech Table Summit
Panelists: Michael McPhillips, Comcast Business; Paul Einbund,
The Morris; Charles Bililies, Souvla; Will Pacio, Pared
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12:15pm BREAKOUT #1 | Complying with San Francisco's Health Care
Security Ordinance
to 1:15pm
Gateway Room
Speaker: Gwyneth Borden, GGRA; Jason Brown, Fisher & Phillips

12:15pm BREAKOUT #2 | Restaurant Culture to Prevent Churn:
How Benefits Build Teams
to 1:15pm
Adriatic Room
Moderator: Pete Sittnick, Epic Steak & Waterbar
Panelists: Thomas McNaughton, Ne Timeas Restaurant Group; Ryan Cole,
Hi Neighbor Group; Tony Marcell, Wayfare Tavern; Patric Yumul,
MINA Group

12:15pm BREAKOUT #3 | The Future of Service
to 1:15pm
Farallon Room
Moderator: Paolo Lucchesi, San Francisco Chronicle
Panelists: Marko Sotto, Barzotto; David Barzelay, Lazy Bear;
Rachel Herbert, Park Cafe Group; Lindsay Tusk, Quince & Cotogna

1:15pm LUNCH
to 2:10pm
Banking Hall
Lunch and beverages will be served in the Banking Hall.
Please feel free to enjoy your lunch anywhere on the 1st or 2nd floor.

2:15pm TRAINING | Understanding HACCP
to 3:15pm
Gateway Room
Instructors: Michael Kalish, Food Safety Guides;
Jonathan Rubingh, SF DPH
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Schedule
Tuesday, April 11 - continued
2:15pm HOW TO CREATE MEANINGFUL EXPERIENCES
to 3:15pm
Adriatic Room
Moderator: Cass Calder Smith, CCS Architecture
Panelists: Gayle Pirie, Foreign Cinema; Charlie Hallowell,
Analog Food Conspiracy; Greg Bradshaw, AvroKO; Anna Weinberg,
Big Night Restaurant Group

2:15pm BEST PRACTICES IN PROFITABILITY
to 3:15pm
Farallon Room
Moderator: Caleb Zigas, La Cocina
Panelists: Adriano Paganini, Back of the House; Rafe Gabel, Puccini Group;
Anjan Mitra, DOSA

3:30pm CLOSING PLENARY SESSION | I mmigration, Diversity, & Implicit Bias
to 4:45pm
Banking Hall
Speakers: Saru Jayaraman, ROC United; Megan Sallomi,
Lawyer's Committee for Civil Rights of the San Francisco Bay Area;
Michaela Mendelsohn, TransCanWork

5:00pm NETWORKING | Networking Reception Presented by Crystal Jade
to 6:15pm
Crystal Jade - 4 Embarcadero Center (Sacramento St. at Drumm St.)
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Chef Development Series
Presented By
Monday, April 10
10:00am CHEF TRAINING WITH THE MINA GROUP
to 11:30am
Catering Prep Kitchen
Instructor: Antonio Votta, MINA Test Kitchen

2:00pm UNDERSTANDING SOUS VIDE 
to 3:30pm
Catering Prep Kitchen
Instructors: Mat Schuster, Canela Bistro & Wine Bar;
Joe Sieleski, Minipack-America

Tuesday, April 11
10:00am FOIE GRAS 101
to 11:30am
Catering Prep Kitchen
Instructor: Jack Mancino, Hudson Valley Foie Gras

2:00pm OCTOPUS AND CHAMPAGNE
to 3:30pm
Catering Prep Kitchen
Instructor: Matthew Dolan, 25 Lusk
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Presenters
KOMAL AHMAD | Founder & CEO, Copia
Komal Ahmad is the founder and CEO of Copia, a company that works to solve the
world’s dumbest problem by reducing food waste and eradicating hunger at scale. Using
Copia’s web or mobile app, businesses and event organizers request pickups of their
excess food, and Copia’s fleet of professional Food Heroes deliver it to veterans agencies,
after school programs, homeless shelters and other nonprofits serving the hungry. Komal
has led Copia in recovering over 830,000 pounds of food and is on her way to feeding 1
million people—all with food that would have otherwise been wasted.
@gocopia

@gocopia

JASON ALONZO | GM/Bar Manager/Owner, ‘aina
Jason began his career in hospitality at 19 years old as a host in Boston for a classic
Irish pub, The Kinsale, while gaining bartending experience at NEWS, then the premier
late night ultra-lounge in the city. He eventually ended up in San Francisco where he
spent nearly 6 years at La Folie as their Bar Manager and fine tuned his management
skills and cocktail abilities. Most recently, he’s opened up a Hawaiian restaurant in
San Francisco called 'aina where he splits his duties between general operations and
managing the bar program.
@ainabrunch

@ainabrunch

CAESARE ASSAD | V ice President, Marketing & Business Development,

United States Healthful Food Council

Caesare has led health-promoting food businesses for a diverse range of clients across
the US. Her 15+ years of operational expertise, as an executive chef and program
director, spans hospitality, nonprofits and Fortune 500 industries. Prior to joining Eat
REAL, she launched back-to-back concepts for Whole Foods Market and co-founded
The Cleaver Group, a food environment design consultancy. As a native Oklahoman,
her background provides a uniquely practical perspective on the dynamics of leading
and motivating diverse groups, activating relationships, and implementing ideas. Her
work is focused on enabling relationships across the complex food system in order to
make healthful food readily accessible.
@Cassad0024
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@ushfc

DEISY BACH | Director of Sales & Marketing, HR Ideas, a division of

Stratton Agency

Deisy Bach offers 30 years of human resources experience to business owners and
managers focusing on the restaurant industry. She helps businesses with complex
employment issue ranging from strategic planning, dealing with company and
employees goals, employee retention, expansion and reduction. Companies have come
to rely on her knowledge and experience to deliver training to all level of management.
Ms. Bach has represented companies in state and federal administrative hearings.
@HRIdeasInc

NICK BALLA | Co-Owner & Chef, Motze
Having lived in Michigan, Hungary, New York, Japan, and California, Nick Balla brings
a unique approach and international lens to his cooking. He made a name for himself
in San Francisco as executive chef at O Izakaya and Nombe before taking over the
reins and transforming Bar Tartine into a beloved, ever-evolving, culinary destination.
Together with his partner Cortney Burns, his book, Bar Tartine: Techniques & Recipes
(Chronicle Books, November 2014) received a James Beard Foundation Award for
“Cooking from a Professional Point of View” while later that year they were featured in
award-winning director Morgan Spurlock’s short documentary, “Crafted.” In Fall 2016,
Nick and Cortney opened Motze, a temporary restaurant rooted in Japanese traditions.

DAVID BARZELAY | Chef & Owner, Lazy Bear
Chef David Barzelay channeled his self-taught, passion-driven culinary skills into
a thriving underground dinner party that ultimately culminated in the opening of
his two-Michelin-starred, San Francisco restaurant Lazy Bear. Barzelay was named
among Food & Wine’s “Best New Chefs” in 2016, and Lazy Bear has been listed as
one of Bon Appetit’s “Best New Restaurants,” San Francisco Chronicle’s “Top 100 Bay
Area Restaurants,” and James Beard Awards semifinalist for “Best New Restaurant.”
Barzelay is currently working on a bar-centric concept slated to open in Summer 2017.
@barzelay

@lazybearsf

@lazybearsf
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Presenters
JOE BETZ | Owner, House of Prime Rib

CHARLES BILILIES | Founder & CEO, Souvla
A Greek-American, Bililies comes from a family tradition of restaurateurs and is
deeply passionate about the hospitality experience. He holds degrees from Cornell
University and Johnson & Wales University and moved to California in 2006 to work for
Chefs Thomas Keller and Michael Mina. He now leads strategic development for the
restaurant group, focusing on new business opportunities, financial planning, team,
culture, and brand consistency. Bililies regularly speaks on panels and in the press
about the future of restaurants and tech, entrepreneurship, and how to
develop profitable restaurants.
@SouvlaSF

@cbililies

@SouvlaSF

JAY BORDELEAU | Founder, Maven and Mr. Tipple’s
Jay Bordeleau, constantly driven by his it’s-so-crazy-it-just-might-work ambition, is the
mastermind behind Maven and Mr. Tipple’s. With the founding of Maven, Bordeleau
was able to combine his collaborative leadership style with an enthusiastic passion for
hospitality. Maven offers inventive New American Cuisine paired with culinary cocktails in
the Lower Haight. Always without a cover, Mr. Tipple’s is a craft-cocktail bar in Mid-Market,
featuring live jazz every night.
@mavensf , @mrtipllessf
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@jaybordeleau

@mavensf , @mrtipplessf

@jaybordeleau

GW YNETH BORDEN | Executive Director, GGRA
Gwyneth Borden joined the GGRA as the Executive Director in 2014. Previously,
Borden spent 10 years at IBM as the Manager of Corporate Citizenship & Corporate
Affairs. She is also a Director of the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
and Commissioner, San Francisco Parking Authority, following six years of service as a
Planning Commissioner for the City and County. Prior to IBM, Borden was the Director
of Government Relations for the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, a legislative aide
to then San Francisco Supervisor Gavin Newsom, and a staff assistant in U.S. Senator
Barbara Boxer's office.
@GGRASF

@Gwynethb

@ggrasf

@Gwynethb73

GREG BRADSHAW | Founder and Principal, AvroKO
Design-and-concept firm, AvroKO, was founded by 4 partners—Greg Bradshaw, Adam
Farmerie, William Harris, and Kristina O’Neal. Since its creation in 2001, the company has
grown to a staff of 120 worldwide with offices in New York, Bangkok, San Francisco and
London. Their active portfolio of hospitality architecture projects are taking place currently
in 14 countries and 25 cities internationally and have garnered them numerous accolades,
including: 2 James Beard Awards, 8 Hospitality Design Awards, 2 HA + D awards, and the
Lawrence J. Israel Prize. AvroKO also owns and operates their own hospitality projects
which include 7 restaurants and bars in NYC and 1 property in Moscow.

LONDON BREED | President, Board of Supervisors, San Francisco

City and County Board of Supervisors

London Breed is the current President of the Board of Supervisors, representing District 5.
She is a San Francisco native who was raised by her grandmother in public housing in the
Western Addition and attended Galileo High School. She has served as the Executive Director
of the African American Art & Culture Complex, on the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency
Commission and on the San Francisco Fire Commission, and is now in her second term
as Supervisor.
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Presenters
JASON BROWN | Associate, Fisher Phillips, San Francisco
Jason Brown is a senior associate in Fisher Phillips’ San Francisco office. He focuses on
litigation prevention and litigation defense, as well as generally advising management
and human resources professionals on the myriad issues that arise in the California
workplace. Jason’s practice specifically includes class action defense, updating and
review of company policies and best practices, counseling through hiring and firing
decisions, defending management from sexual harassment, wrongful termination,
discrimination, and retaliation lawsuits, performing workplace investigations, and
responding to state and federal audits and administrative actions.
@labor_attorneys

CASS CALDER SMITH | AIA Principal, CCS Architecture
Cass Calder Smith—the founding principal of CCS Architecture—is a prolific architect and
designer. Smith was born in 1961 and earned his Bachelor and Master of Architecture
from the University of California, Berkeley. As a card-carrying Modernist, Smith practices
architecture based on client collaboration and a process tied to creativity. He aims
to produce buildings that express the architectural range of space, light, form, and
detail while also being timeless and connected to the human experience. Smith and
his projects have won numerous awards, and have been exhibited and recognized
in The New York Times, Metropolis, Dwell, Interior Design and Architectural Digest,
among others. Smith has taught at UC Berkeley, is currently on the San Francisco Arts
Commission, and chairs the board of the Djerassi Residents Artists Program.
@ccsarchitecture

@casscaldersmith

RYAN COLE | Partner, Hi Neighbor Restaurant Group
The “serious guy” in the group, Ryan Cole’s history in the hospitality and restaurant
industry is nothing to laugh at. Beginning his career in the kitchen at 15, Ryan grew
up in the industry before working with Michael Mina and Mina Group as Director of
Operations for the West Coast, opening restaurants for the renowned chef including his
eponymous San Francisco establishment. Ryan is focused on bringing back the dining
basics at his San Francisco restaurants—Trestle, Stones Throw, Fat Angel, Corridor and
Corridor Café—hospitality, great value, integrity and fun.
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MARIANN COSTELLO | V ice President, Scoma’s Restaurant

Fisherman’s Wharf

Mariann has over 30 years of restaurant and business experience. Mariann served as
President of the Golden Gate Restaurant Association, President of the San Francisco
Taxicab Commission; Chairwoman of the San Francisco Travel Association Board; and
Chairwoman of the California Restaurant Association Board. She served as member
of the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce Board and currently as a Trustee for the
Golden Gate Restaurant Association Scholarship Foundation. In 2009, Mariann was
named one of the Most Influential Women in Business in the Bay Area, and inducted
in the Forever Influential Honor Roll in 2010. In 2014 Mariann received the Chef’s
Association of the Pacific Careme Life Time Achievement Award.
@scomassf

@mariancostello

@scomassf

JOE D'ALESSANDRO | President and CEO, San Francisco

Travel Association

SF Travel is responsible for promoting San Francisco to the world, with more than
1,400 partners, a staff of 100 on five continents, and an annual budget of $38 million.
Prior to joining San Francisco Travel, Joe D’Alessandro was president and CEO of the
Portland Oregon Visitors Association, served as executive director of the Oregon Tourism
Commission, and was the international program manager for the California Office of
Tourism. He serves on the Board of Directors on numerous industry organizations.
@sftravelassn

@dalessandrojoe

@onlyinsf

MATTHEW DOLAN | E xecutive Chef and Partner, 25 Lusk
Matthew Dolan has been passionately developing his culinary talents since he was
fourteen years old. He received his formal training at the Culinary Institute of America
in Hyde Park, New York and credits his work alongside professionals who honored
the craft from New Orleans, New York City, Nantucket Island, Helsinki, Finland (where
he won a Michelin Star), to San Francisco which is now home, Dolan has strived to
improve his technique while being committed to creating dynamic guest experiences.
Look for his first book SIMPLY FISH which hits the shelves in mid-May!
@Tap415

@TwentyFiveLusk

@Tap415

@TwentyFiveLusk
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Presenters
PAUL EINBUND | Sommelier & Owner, The Morris
Paul Einbund is the sommelier and owner of the Morris restaurant in San Francisco.
He is also the owner/winemaker for Seam Wines and a restaurant consultant who’s
personal Mission Statement has always been the demystification and proliferation of
wine consumption for the masses! Current obsessions include but are in no way limited
to Chartreuse, Madeira, Spanish Brandy, Aligote, pu-erh tea and great coffee.
@themorris_sf

@themorris_sf

@peinbund

RYAN FARR | Founder and CEO, 4505 Meats
Ryan Farr is a chef, butcher, entrepreneur, author, and educator. In 2009, he founded
San Francisco’s 4505 Meats. The company started as an artisan whole-animal butchery
devoted to sustainable practices. 4505 Burgers & BBQ, the company’s first restaurant,
opened in San Francisco in 2014 in a building equipped with one of the city’s lastremaining historic wood-fired barbecue pits. Ryan is the author of Whole Beast
Butchery and Sausage Making. He is forever dedicated to flavor and quality, and with a
strong commitment to supporting the local food community.
@farroryan

@4505_meats

@4505meats

CATHERINE FENELON | Brand & Business Development Manager,

Crystal Jade USA

Catherine has 7 years of work experience in Mainland China, Taiwan & Singapore.
She has a Masters in Chinese and French from The University of Edinburgh, and
speaks fluent Mandarin and French. She currently manages the business expansion
of the Crystal Jade brand in the U.S., a brand with 25 years history and more than
130 restaurants. Catherine previously worked as Operations Manager at L Catterton
Asia (Crystal Jade’s parent company), where she played an important role in the
international expansion of the group’s portfolio companies.
@crystaljadesf
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@crystaljadesf

RAFE GABEL | Vice President of Restaurant Operations,

Puccini Group

With more than 20 years in the restaurant business, Rafe is a results-orientated
business professional with proven abilities in strategic planning, managing projects,
improving efficiency of operations and team building. He seamlessly integrates
detailed project information to determine effective processes for operations. Able
to identify areas of strength and weaknesses, he ensures that changes in operation
optimize productivity bottom line from start to finish. Rafe'sextensive food knowledge
and multiple years of studying old and new world wines, beers, spirits and receiving
multiple certifications makes him a vital asset when crafting food and beverage
programs for Puccini Group clients.
@PucciniGroup

@puccinigroup

NELSON GERMAN | Executive Chef/Owner, alaMar Kitchen + Bar
Growing up as a Dominican-American in New York City, Chef Nelson German's love
for cooking blossomed at a young age from watching his mother cook in their meager
Washington Heights apartment. While pursuing his degree at the Art Institute of New
York City, he started at the bottom as a prep cook and quickly worked his way up.
Nelson's passion, drive and humble nature has propelled him to eventually achieve
his dream in opening his first chef-driven eatery, alaMar Kitchen + Bar. While alaMar
earned a coveted Michelin Guide Recommendation in its first two years and was voted
by fans as Best Oakland Restaurant, the eatery was forced to adapt and undergo a
concept change earlier this year to overcome the increasing economic pressures facing
an industry known for its razor thin profit margins.
@alamaroakland

@ChefNelsonG

@alamaroakland

CHARLIE HALLOWELL | Chef and Restaurateur, Analog Food

Conspiracy-Pizzaiolo, Boot & Shoe Service,
and Penrose

Charlie Hallowell wants to help honor the ritual of food and the way it creates
connection between us and to the world around us. This vision and commitment
carries over into each of his restaurants—Pizzaiolo, Boot & Shoe Service and Penrose.
Each space embodies his commitment to local and organic meat and produce,
supporting local farmers, setting a beautiful table and serving the people he loves,
and the community around him.
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Presenters
JEFF HANAK | Owner/Partner, Nopa, Nopalito, Liholiho Yacht Club,

and Louie's GenGen Room

Jeff was an opening partner of Chow Restaurant and eventually opened three Chow
Restaurants. In 2006 Jeff, alongside partners Allyson and Laurence Jossel opened
Nopa. Three years later the trio brought Nopalito, an organic Mexican restaurant to
life. In 2015, Jeff opened Liholiho Yacht Club along with Ravi Kapur. Liholiho has been
very fortunate to receive favorable local and national recognition for its Aloha Spirit
and heritage driven cuisine. With over thirty years in the food industry, Jeff brings
extensive experience in hospitality, food and beverage development and a remarkable
reputation to the table.
@nopa_sf

@nopa_sf

RACHEL HERBERT | Owner, Park Cafe Group

MARIE HOLVIK | Partner, Gordon & Rees LLP
Marie is a partner at Gordon & Rees. Marie assists her restaurant clients with all aspects of
employment issues, including drafting employee handbooks, providing advice related to
difficult employees, teaching sexual harassment and management training sessions, and
counseling clients on problems related to meal periods, rest breaks, overtime, and sick
leave laws. Marie also defends restaurants against lawsuits filed by employees, including
both individual and class action claims.
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SARU JAYARAMAN | Co-Director, ROC-United
Saru Jayaraman is the Co-Founder and Co-Director of the Restaurant Opportunities
Centers United (ROC United) and Director of the Food Labor Research Center at
University of California, Berkeley. After 9/11, together with displaced World Trade
Center workers, she co-founded ROC, which now has more than 18,000 worker
members, 200 employer partners, and several thousand consumer members in a
dozen states nationwide. Saru authored Behind the Kitchen Door (Cornell University
Press, 2013), a national bestseller, and most recently Forked: A New Standard for
American Dining (Oxford University Press, 2016).
@ROCUnited

@SaruJayaraman

STACY JED | C
 o-Founder, Amuse Management Group and

Bluestem Brasserie

Stacy Jed is the co-founder and Creative Marketing Director for Amuse Management
Group and Bluestem Brasserie. Stacy brings more than 20 years of business leadership in
areas of marketing, design and event management that spans the restaurant, hotel and
tech industry. She credits her love for food and the restaurant industry to her Italian roots
and her family restaurants and lounge in San Francisco, including Gino’s and Station J.
Stacy sits as vice president on the Board of the Golden Gate Restaurant Association.
@bluestemsf

@bluestemsf

NICHOLAS JOSEFOWITZ | Director, District 8 Bay Area Rapid

Transit (BART)

Elected to the BART Board in 2014, Director Josefowitz represents District 8, which
includes portions of San Francisco. He was appointed by Mayor Ed Lee to the
Metropolitan Transportation Commission in January of 2017. Prior to serving on the
BART Board, Nick launched RenGen Energy, a company that developed and built
renewable energy power plants. He lives in San Francisco with his wife, Tali, and
their one-year old twin boys.
@josefow

@sfbart

@sfbart
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Presenters
MICHAEL K ALISH | Consultant and FSPCA Lead Instructor,

Food Safety Guides

Michael co-founded Food Safety Guides in 2013 and is an active food safety expert
consultant, speaker and panelist across the USA with a specialization in developing
food safety systems (e.g. HACCP). He received his formal training in food processing
and food safety in the Piemonte, Italy, at l’istituto lattiero caseario e delle tecnologie
agroalimentari from 2008-2010. From 2011 to 2012, Michael managed operations
for food busineses in France and New York City. Michael has educated and consulted
businesses globally.

CYNTHIA LINH | Social Media Entrepreneur: Food and Lifestyle

Content Creator, CynEats

Cynthia has crafted an influential lifestyle and food brand via her blog CynEats, through
which she connects to 30,000+ followers. Cynthia also creates photo and video content
for several restaurants & businesses including; The Culinary Edge, MINA Test Kitchen,
Roam Burgers, Little Gem, Samovar Tea and Bamboo Asia. Larger brand partners
include MTV, Starbucks, UberEats and Postmates. Her services include photography,
videography, and social media strategy.
@cyneats

@violetfog

@cyneats

A ARON LONDON | Chef & Owner, Al’s Place
Originally from West Sonoma County, Aaron London began his culinary career at age
14 as a dishwasher and worked his way through the ranks in kitchens across the globe.
Prior to opening Al's Place in San Francisco's Mission District, Aaron was the executive
chef at Napa's Ubuntu. Al’s Place cuisine touts Aaron's expansive palate and boundless
capacity to explore and create and was awarded Bon Appetit's top honor of Best New
Restaurant in 2015.
@alsplacesf
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@alsplacesf

PAOLO LUCCHESI | Food Editor, San Francisco Chronicle
Paolo Lucchesi is the San Francisco Chronicle’s dining editor and Inside Scoop
columnist. He covers all restaurant news in the Bay Area, from openings and closings,
to chef gossip and other food media. Before coming to The Chronicle food section, he
served as the founding editor of Eater San Francisco, which launched in fall 2007, and
later Eater National, which launched in fall 2009.
@sfchronicle

@lucchesi

@sfchronicle

@paololucchesi

KIM MALEK | Founder and Owner, Salt & Straw Ice Cream
In May 2011, Kim Malek opened her own small business, Salt & Straw Ice Cream.
Salt & Straw is a small batch, handmade, local ice cream company with shops in
Portland and Los Angeles that uses all natural dairy with the best local, organic and
sustainable ingredients Oregon and California have to offer—as well as imported
flavors from small hand-picked farms from around the world. The company started
from a cart in NE Portland and has since expanded into four brick and mortar locations
in Portland, five in Los Angeles with two shops opening in San Francisco in early 2017.
@saltandstraw

JACK MANCINO | Farm Ambassador & Sales Manager, Hudson

Valley Foie Gras

Jack Mancino began cooking following two simple rules: start with the highest
quality ingredients and cook from a place of passion. Mancino gained experience
by working in kitchens at a variety of chain and fine dining restaurants. He worked
in front of house and management positions, including the role of F&B Director and
eventually opening his own venture. Today, Mancino serves as Farm Ambassador &
Sales Manager for Hudson Valley Foie Gras (HVFG). He was drawn to HVFG because
of their honest, open approach; vertical integration, total animal utilization, and
undeniably delicious products.
@HudsonValleyFG

@jmancino11

@hudson_valley_foie_gras_
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TONY MARCELL | Partner and Operations Director, Wayfare Tavern
Tony has been working in the restaurant industry since high school. After graduating
with a degree in Business from Washington State University, he went directly into a
management role. He has been in San Francisco for almost 20 years and during that
time, he held General Management positions and at least five years of employment
with The Kimpton Group and then the renowned Aqua. Later, he worked for Bob
Puccini and orchestrated the opening of restaurants designed by the firm and lead his
own operations consulting business for the Northern California Area. His past 7 years
have been spent with the partnership development of Wayfare Tavern and the opening
of its new project The Sequoia.
@wayfaretavern

@wayfaretavern

CAMILLA MARCUS | Co-Founder, Tech Table Summit
Camilla Marcus is an active angel investor and a co-founder of the TechTable
Summit, the preeminent conference that brings together leaders from hospitality,
technology, and investing to collaborate and create solutions. Camilla was previously
the Director of Business Development for Union Square Hospitality Group, the family
of hospitality ventures founded by Danny Meyer. She also worked in real estate
investing for Colony Capital and CIM Group and in development and operations with
various NYC restaurants. She received a JD/MBA from New York University, an AA from
the International Culinary Center and a BS from The Wharton School.
@techtablesummit

CAITLIN MARTIN | Green Business Associate, San Francisco Green

Business Program

As an associate with the San Francisco Green Business Program, Caitlin Martin has
worked with numerous businesses to implement sustainability initiatives and green
their business operations. The Green Business Program is a free recognition program,
housed in the San Francisco Department of the Environment, helping businesses with
sustainability efforts and connecting them with the free resources to do so. Prior to the
Green Business Program, Martin worked with the Business Council on Climate Change
(BC3), collaborating with large businesses such as Google, Autodesk, and Genentech to
identify how the business community can help San Francisco meet its climate goals.
@SFEnvironment
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@SFEnvironment

THOMAS MCNAUGHTON | CEO & Culinary Director, Ne Timeas

Restaurant Group

Chef Thomas McNaughton started working in kitchens at a very young age in Southern
New Jersey. After graduating from the Culinary Institute of America in Hyde Park,
Thomas moved to the Bay Area and started working at La Folie. He then went on to
become sous chef at two of San Francisco’s most respected restaurants: Gary Danko
and Quince. The James Beard Foundation nominated Thomas for Rising Star Chef in
2011, and again in 2012, and flour + water was nominated as Best New Restaurant
in 2010. In addition to flour + water, Thomas currently oversees the growth and
development of Central Kitchen and Salumeria, two projects that the Ne Timeas
Restaurant Group opened in Spring 2012.
@CTMcNaughton

@ctmcnaughton

MICHAELA MENDELSOHN | Founder, TransCanWork
Michaela Mendelsohn is an activist, public speaker, groundbreaker and businesswoman
with over 40 years of entrepreneurial leadership experience. In 1988 she entered into a
franchise agreement with the El Pollo Loco restaurant brand and served as President
of their nationwide franchise association and marketing advisory committee. She is
a Board Member of The Trevor Project, The California Workforce Development Board
and ResistMarch. She also founded TransCanWork.org, an organization dedicated to
connecting jobs to the displaced transgender population in California.

ANJAN MITR A | Co-Founder and Owner, DOSA
Inspired to create and present South Indian cuisine in a new way in San Francisco,
Anjan and his wife Emily opened DOSA on Valencia in December 2005, followed by
the opening of DOSA on Fillmore three years later, which rapidly became one of the
top restaurants in the Bay area. The Mitra’s were inspired to create a restaurant to pay
homage to the rich diversity of Southern India and offer a menu that represents the
traditional styles of Southern Indian cooking and spices with the use of local, organic,
natural, seasonal & sustainable ingredients.
@dosasf

@dosasf
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ANTHONY MYINT | Co-Founder, The Perennial
Anthony Myint is a chef, restaurateur, activist, and author. He is a co-founder of
Mission Chinese Food (SF & NYC), Commonwealth, and The Perennial, a restaurant
championing farming that reverses climate change. He is also working to promote
sustainability in the food world through his non-profits, Zero Foodprint and
Perennial Farming Initiative. He is co-author of Mission Street Food: Recipes and
Ideas from an Improbable Restaurant (2011) and contributed to the Mission Chinese
Food cookbook (2015). In 2010, Food & Wine Magazine listed Myint as one of 40 big
food thinkers in America.
@theperrenialsf

@theperrenialsf

RICHIE NAK ANO | IDK Concepts
Nakano began his career cooking Asian food, taking a position at Sushi Ran in
Sausalito. He then learned the art of the bistro at Va de Vi in Walnut Creek and then
Pres a Vi in San Francisco. Looking to expand his repertoire, Nakano took a position
at Nopa, where he learned about seasonality. Around that time, Nakano kicked off
his loyally followed Line Cook blog. After struggling to find a bowl of ramen that met
his standards, in 2010, Nakano opened Hapa Ramen as a pop-up food stand at the
Ferry Plaza Farmers Market. A few years later, he opened his first brick-and-mortar
ramen noodle shop and earned a 2013 StarChefs Rising Star Community Chef Award.
His involvement with Hapa Ramen ended, but Nakano continues to work in the
industry hosting pop-ups and writing.
@idkconcepts

@linecook

@linecook

AARON NOVESHEN | Founder & President, The Culinary Edge
A graduate of UC Berkeley’s Haas School of Business, Aaron Noveshen is an awardwinning chef, restaurant entrepreneur, and leading authority in food product
development. Aaron founded The Culinary Edge (TCE), America’s leading food innovation
agency whose clients include Starbucks, Jack in the Box, AMC Theatres, Marriott, First
Watch, McAlister’s Deli and Eat Smart Produce. In addition to founding TCE, Aaron is also
co-founder of Pacific Catch restaurants and more recently, South Bay restaurant chain
Starbird Chicken. Aaron is a Director Emeritus of the California Restaurant Association
and is a former Director of the Golden Gate Restaurant Association.
@pacificcatch
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@theculinaryedge

@pacificcatch

@theculinaryedge

WILL PACIO | CEO and Co-Founder, Pared
Will started Pared, a restaurant staffing marketplace, to solve his pain as a restaurant
operator. Will is also the founder and chairman of Spice Kit restaurants which he
started in the Bay Area in 2007. Prior to that he worked as a cook at Per Se and The
French Laundry before running IT for Thomas Keller Restaurant Group. Will is a
graduate of Stanford University and the French Culinary Institute in New York.

ADRIANO PAGANINI | Founder, Back of the House
Adriano Paganini began his career as an apprentice to world famous French chef/
restaurateur Paul Bocuse. He spent time cooking in London and San Francisco,
before opening his first restaurant, Pasta Pomodoro, at the age of 27. A master at
understanding and reading contemporary culture, Paganini’s track record in creating
and exploiting trends, identifying the right concept in a particular location, and
cultivating relationships with talented people are what have led to the success of his
group Back of the House that includes: Belga; Beretta; Delarosa; El Techo de Lolinda;
Lolinda; Starbelly; Super Duper Burger; Uno Dos Tacos.
@boh_inc

TODD PARENT | CEO, Extreme Pizza
Todd is the founder and CEO of Extreme Pizza, which he started in San Francisco in 1994.
With approximately 40 locations (both franchised and company owned) operating in
seven states, Extreme Pizza has development agreements in place to open another 50
locations within the next 4-5 years. Prior to starting Extreme Pizza, Todd held operations
and management positions at Noah's Bagels, the Chart House, and Independent
Innkeepers Inc. Todd started his career working on Wall Street at US Trust after having
graduated from the University of Vermont with a degree in Economics and French.
@extreme_pizza

@extreme.pizza
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JEN PELK A | Owner, The Riddler & Magnum PR
Jen Pelka is the owner of The Riddler, a Champagne bar in Hayes Valley, and Magnum
PR, a boutique agency focused on communications for many of San Francisco's best
restaurants, including Al's Place, Rich Table, Mister Jiu's, Foreign Cinema, 4505 Meats,
Souvla, Barzotto, Media Noche, and Tawla, as well as La Cocina and the Golden Gate
Restaurant Association. Jen has a decade of experience leading branded events,
influencer marketing, content strategy, and media relations in-house at OpenTable,
Gilt Taste, Tumblr, Chef Daniel Boulud's iconic Restaurant DANIEL, and as Competition
Director for the Bocuse d'Or USA Foundation.
@magnumpr

@jenpelka

@theriddlersf, @magnum.pr

@jenpelka

GAYLE PIRIE | Co-Owner & Chef, Foreign Cinema
Gayle Pirie is the chef/co-owner of Foreign Cinema, Laszlo, and a forthcoming wine bar
in San Francisco's Mission District. She has been deeply involved in the competitive
and innovative ferment of the Bay Area restaurant scene for more than two decades
including time at the legendary Zuni Café. Foreign Cinema's ever changing CaliforniaMediterranean influenced menu has earned the restaurant three stars from the San
Francisco Chronicle and consistent “Top 100” rankings. From the daily changing menu
featuring seasonal ingredients to the flowers, décor, cocktails, and film, Foreign Cinema
is an ever-evolving sensual dining experience. Along with her partner John Clark, Gayle
has co-authored two cookbooks and is working on a third.

SCOTT RODRICK | President, The Rodrick Group
Scott Rodrick was born with ketchup in his veins, growing up in a family business that
was one of Ray Kroc's first McDonald's franchises in the Southeast. Since growing his
own McDonald's enterprise on the West Coast, Rodrick has developed and grown other
local and nationally recognized restaurant projects in all segments of dining. From
fine dining to fast casual, The Rodrick Group has funded, developed and/or operated
more than 40 restaurants in San Francisco, New York, Boston, and Denver. He recently
opened a second location of Napa Farms Market in SFO's International G Terminal and
will begin development of a Mustard's Grill and a San Francisco Giants Sport Bar and
Kitchen in 2018.
@TasteMYChina
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@tastemychina

JONATHAN RUBINGH | Senior Environmental Health Inspector,

HACCP Program Coordinator, SF
Department of Public Health,
Environmental Health Branch

Jonathan Rubingh grew up on a small family farm in rural Northern Michigan and
later earned a degree in biology. He is fascinated by nature and the science behind
it. Jonathan has been an environmental health inspector in California for the past 12
years and is a food safety and HACCP trainer. He oversees the HACCP program for the
San Francisco Health Department. Jonathan has worked with large scale restaurants,
including stadium concessions, in implementing formal and informal HACCP based
food safety procedures to ensure food safety.
@SF_DPH

ANDREW RUSH | General Counsel, Back of the House

MEGAN SALLOMI | Immigrant Justice Attorney

Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights

Megan Sallomi provides direct representation to clients and manages LCCR’s Asylum
Program, which places low-income asylum seekers with attorney volunteers who help
them navigate the confusing and oppressive immigration process and ensure that they
have a fair day in court. Megan also engages in impact litigation and policy advocacy
to advance and protect the civil rights of immigrants. Megan previously worked as an
immigration attorney with a private law firm and with the ACLU of Northern California.
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MAT SCHUSTER | Chef Owner, Canela Bistro and Wine Bar
Canela Bistro & Wine Bar, San Francisco, Chef and Owner Mat Schuster specializes
in traditional Spanish and Spanish-inspired California cuisine. While finishing his
undergrad degree at Emory University in business, Mat traveled to Europe to study
business but ultimately cultivated his love for cooking. Upon returning to the United
States, Mat joined up with the California Culinary Academy’s College of Food in
San Diego and then at Bauman College in Berkeley where he attained his Nutrition
Educator status. Mat has been a class manager and culinary instructor for Draeger’s
Culinary Centers as well as Whole Foods Market. He was the Executive Chef and F&B
manager for the San Francisco Bay Club as well as the Golden Gate National Parks
Conservancy where he was in charge of 3 cafes. Mat continues to travel to Spain one
to two times per year to stage for continuing education in Michelin starred restaurants
such as Echaurren and La Venta Moncalvillo in La Rioja Spain.
@Canela_SF

@mat_schuster

@Canela_SF

CHRIS SEIDELL | Director of Analysis & Growth, OpenTable, Inc.
Chris Seidell is a Director of Analysis and Growth at OpenTable, where he analyzes
trends in diner behavior and uses data to bring focus, purpose, and opportunity to
consumer products.
@OpenTable

@OpenTable

JOE SIELSKI | President, Minipak-America
Joe has extensive experience in developing new products that offer solutions for the
food industry. Minipack-America designs and sells hardware and software solutions
for vacuum sealers that meet or exceed government food packaging regulations.
Joe started his career in the Bar Coding industry where he worked on hardware and
software solutions for the grocery store industry. Joe quickly moved into a Regional
Sales Manager position, than National Sales Manager where he continued to work
until starting Minipack- America 20 years ago. Today Minipack-America is the #1 seller
of table top vacuum sealers in the USA.
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JESSI SINGH | Chef Owner, Babu Ji SF & NYC
Jessi Singh is the chef at the helm of the popular Babu Ji Indian restaurants in New
York City and San Francisco, which he operates with his wife and co-owner, Jennifer
Singh. The restaurants feature his playful, fresh takes on the traditional dishes of his
native country. Prior to opening the New York restaurant in Alphabet City, Jennifer and
Jessi opened several beloved Indian restaurants in Melbourne, Australia.
@babujisf

@jesse_singh

@babujisanfrancisco

PETE SITTNICK | M
 anaging Partner, Waterbar and EPIC Steak
A San Francisco restaurant industry veteran for over 30 years, Pete Sittnick is
responsible for opening and operating Waterbar and EPIC Steak, two of San
Francisco’s highest volume and profile restaurants. In 1998, he began his association
with Pat Kuleto and Bill Kimpton at Kuleto’s, and since then has been involved with
over 25 restaurants. Last year, Pete was the first ever recipient of the GGRA’s Saucy
Award for Lifetime Achievement at the inaugural gala event.
@waterbar

@petesittnick

@petesittnick

K ATIE SKJERPING | Program Manager, Office of Economic

and Workforce Development

Katie Skjerping manages Open in SF, a program of San Francisco’s Office of Economic
and Workforce Development that assists small businesses through the permitting and
licensing processes. The program is currently in a pilot phase focusing on restaurant and
food based businesses. Since the program’s launch in November 2016, Katie has assisted
more than 70 such businesses throughout the city. Katie has a Masters in Urban Planning
from UCLA, and prior experience includes land use and environmental consulting.
@sfoewd
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ANNIE SOMERVILLE | Executive Chef/Partner, Greens Restaurant
Annie Somerville is the Executive Chef of Greens Restaurant and the author of the
award-winning cookbooks Fields of Greens and Everyday Greens. She came to Greens
in 1981, and has been the Executive Chef since 1985. She works closely with the organic
gardeners at Green Gulch Farm, along with local growers and farmers, cheese makers,
and other purveyors. She is widely considered one of the true pioneers of vegetarian
cooking and using seasonal ingredients.
@Greens_sf

@greensrestaurant

MARKO SOTTO | Owner, Barzotto
Marko Sotto has been a fixture of San Francisco’s hospitality industry for almost
two decades. After spending over 10 years at one of San Francisco’s iconic seafood
restaurants, AQUA, Sotto moved on to run restaurant operations at RN74 (Mina Group),
Thomas McNaughton’s Central Kitchen (Ne Timeas), and Beretta (Back of the House).
Most recently, he served as Director of Operations under successful San Francisco
restaurateur Adriano Paganini, heading operations for the full-service arm of Back
of the House Restaurant Group. With the creation and development of Barzotto,
Marko looks to help build a restaurant brand that pulls the best attributes from his
experience, combining the highest of hospitality standards, a modern aesthetic,
product quality, and value to their guests.
@barzottosf

@markosotto

@barzottosf

CR AIG STOLL | Co-Owner, Delfina Restaurant Group
James Beard Award Winner and critically acclaimed chef Craig Stoll sparked his
culinary journey into Italian cuisine during an externship at Tuscany’s Michelin-star
Da Delfina. In 1998, Craig and Annie Stoll opened Delfina, a bustling Italian trattoria
in the Mission, proving upscale cuisine could be served in a warm, neighborhood
atmosphere. In 2005, they opened Pizzeria Delfina next door, followed by a Pacific
Heights location in 2009, then Burlingame and Palo Alto in 2013 and 2014. Craig has
solidified his reputation as one of the country’s most dynamic and influential chefs
with Locanda, a Roman-inspired Osteria and Bar.
@delfinasf
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@CraigStoll

LAURIE THOMAS | CEO, Nice Ventures
Thomas merges her tech-savy management style from her former career in business
and technology with her passion for hospitality to bring a business approach to
running restaurants. Her management company, Nice Ventures, owns and manages
Terzo and Rose’s Café. While working in Silicon Valley in operations, marketing and
management positions after business school, Thomas invested in Rose Pistola. It
opened in 1996 and won the James Beard Award for the Best New Restaurant in
America. Also in 1996 she invested in Rose’s Café. In 2001, Thomas left Silicon Valley
and joined Nice Ventures as CEO—restructuring the business after the financial
downturn. In 2006 she opened Terzo and hasn’t looked back.

LINDSAY TUSK | Co-Founder, Quince and Cotogna
Lindsay Tusk is the Co-Founder of the celebrated Quince and Cotogna restaurants. In
her dual role as Operations and Creative Director, Lindsay brings twenty years of front
of the house expertise, business acumen and vision to her leadership role. Both Quince
and Cotogna have been awarded numerous accolades, including a three-and-a-half
star rating for Cotogna and four-star rating for Quince by the San Francisco Chronicle,
and are consistently included in the publication‘s Top 100 Restaurants list. Quince
received a three-star rating from The Michelin Guide—the only restaurant in North
America to be accorded this recognition in 2017. Quince is also a distinguished member
of Relais & Chateaux.
@quincesf

@lindsaytusk

@quincesf

@lindsaytusk

PATRICIA UNTERMAN | Owner, Hayes Street Grill
Patricia Unterman and her partners started the Hayes Street Grill 38 years ago.
The restaurant serves sustainably harvested fish and produce from local farmers.
Unterman is a founder of the Ferry Plaza Farmers’ Market and CUESA. She has covered
restaurants and travel for the SF Chronicle, the SF Examiner and many magazines. She
currently writes for her website, Untermanonfood.com.
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ANTONIO VOTTA | Chef, MINA Test Kitchen
Born in Lompac, Antonio grew up in Las Vegas where he later attended UNLV, receiving
a degree in culinary arts management. Upon graduation, Antonio started at Nobhill
and American Fish in Vegas before moving to D.C. for a position at Michael Mina’s
Bourbon Steak. He later became Chef de Cuisine at MB Post under David LeFevre. Now
he’s back with the MINA Group at the MINA Test Kitchen working mainly with R&D of
recipes for potential new concepts.
@minatestkitchen

RICHARD YOUNG | Director of Education and Senior Engineer,

Fisher-Nickel, Inc. (fishnick)

Richard Young currently focuses his efforts on technical outreach and education for
the PG&E Food Service Technology Center (FSTC) in San Ramon, CA. Young has over
20 years of experience creating and presenting seminars on energy efficiency for
commercial foodservice and delivers over 75 sessions a year. Young has authored
numerous research reports as well as articles in industry magazines, newsletters,
and on the web. He is the primary author of FSTC’s foodservice sustainability blog:
Sustainability Beyond the Plate. Before focusing on outreach and education, Young
developed several of the Center’s standard test methods before expanding into green
building design as project manager for The Energy Efficient McDonald’s (TEEM).
@FishnickFSTC

@fishnick.fstc

PATRIC YUMUL | President, MINA Group
Appointed President of MINA Group in 2011, Yumul brings to this role not only his
diligent work ethic, but depth and breadth of knowledge, and overall understanding
of the restaurant and hospitality industry, from the big picture to intricate detail both
in front of house and back. Yumul has put into place one of the most comprehensive
training programs for MINA Group to date, focused on creating a culture specific
to each restaurant concept. He has been a key factor in the growth of MINA Group,
working closely with Michael Mina to take the company from 4 restaurants to more
than 30 today—with more exciting opportunities to come.
@Patric_Yumul
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@patric_yumul

JENAIS ZARLIN | Marketing & Business Development Director,

Golden Gate Restaurant Association

Jenais is a Northern California native and leads GGRA’s efforts to share its story, market
its year-round consumer and industry events, and grow its member community. Prior
to joining GGRA, Jenais worked as an independent consultant for small brands, she led
marketing and business development for pioneering sustainable coffee roaster and
wholesaler, Thanksgiving Coffee Company, and she was a project manager for the R&D
division of the national brand, Flying Food Group. She loves supporting the Bay Area's
restaurant community and is grateful to help elevate the profile of the best dining city in
the United States.

CALEB ZIGAS | Executive Director, La Cocina
Caleb was accidentally hired as an assistant pastry chef at Ruppert’s Restaurant, in his
hometown of Washington DC, when he was 16 years old, and hasn’t left the kitchen
since. He has worked dish lines at national chains, service counters for independent
butcher shops and front of the house for some of the best restaurants in the country
(and some of the worst too). Caleb has been at La Cocina, a non-profit incubator
kitchen, since 2005, and is currently the Executive Dishwasher. In 2007, he was voted
best waiter in San Francisco, his highest honor to date.
@calebzigas

@lacocinasf

@lacocinasf

@calebzigas
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